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1. Introduction.

In our paper [MW1] we showed how to estimate isogenies between elliptic curves defined
over number fields. In the subsequent note [MW2] we made several arithmetic applications,
notably some effective versions of the finiteness of the number of isomorphism classes of
such elliptic curves within a single isogeny class.

In the present paper we generalize our isogeny estimates to abelian varieties of arbitrary
dimension. We also prove the corresponding finiteness theorem, referred to by Lang [L] as
Finiteness I; namely, if A is an abelian variety defined over a number field k, there are
only finitely many k- isomorphism classes of abelian varieties A· defined over k that are
k- isogenous to A . This latter result is not new; it is an immediate consequence of the
5hafarevich Conjecture for abelian varieties which was first established by Faltings in his
pioneering paper [F]. Conversely, it is by now well-knawn that Finiteness I implies, in a
relatively simple manner, not only the 5hafarevich Conjecture but also a11 the ather main
results of [F); in particular the Tate Conjecture for abelian varieties (after Tate himselt) and
the Mordell Conjecture for curves (after Parshin). See for example Chapter VIII of the Szpiro
seminar [Sz] or the encyclopaedia article [L) of Lang.

Our work may therefore be viewed as providing new proofs of these results. But our
approach through isogeny estimates often leads to additional information, usually in the form
of strong upper bounds. To illustrate this we prove in the present paper a quantitative version
of Finiteness I, which gives estimates involving the height of A·. Raynaud in [5z] has also
obtained estimates for the same quantities. It is not straightforward to compare our work
with bis, but it appears that neither set of estimates includes the other. In a later paper we
will consider the more difficult problem of estimating the isomorphism classes themselves of
A·. Also in another paper we will apply our isogeny estimates directly to obtain quantitative
versions of 5erre's we11-known theorem [Se] on Galois groups of division fields of elliptic
curves.

Dur proof of Finiteness I is rather different from Faltings's proof, and it is interesting
to compare the two approaches. In [F] Faltings first defines a new notion of the height of
an abelian variety, aod he proves a fundamental finiteness result for this height. He then
uses Tate's theory of p-divisible group schemes and a theorem of Raynaud on p-power group
schemes to establish the appropriate invariance of height under isogeny. The combination
yields Finiteness I. It is these latter arguments on group schemes that were extended by
Raynaud in [5z] to give his effective version of Finiteness I mentioned above .

In the present paper we deduce Finiteness I rather quickly from our isogeny estimates.
These in turn are deduced in an elementary way from our earlier work [MW3) on periods
and minimal abelian subvarieties. This latter work belongs to the area of diophantine approx
imation; indeed the underlying technique is Baker's method in the theory of transcendental
numbers. Actually at one point in [MW3] we make use of a quantitative version of Faltings's
finiteness result for heights, so the two approaches are not completely disjoint.

In order to state our isogeny estimates let h( A) denote the (absolute logarithmic
semistable) Faltings height of an abelian variety A defined over a number field k. We
emphasize that, throughout this paper, a11 isogenies aod polarizations are not assumed to be
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defined over k unless otherwise stated; further the isogenies are not assumed to respect the

polarizations.

Theorem Given positive integers n, d and b, there is a constant C, depending only on n, d

and b , and there is a constant K" depending only on n, with the lollowing property. Let
A, A* be abelian varieties 01 dimensions at most n, defined over a number field 0/ degree at
most d, with polarizations 01 degree ot most b. Tlten, il A, A* are isogenous, there is an
isogeny /rom A to A* 01 degree ot most C(max {I, h(A)})~ .

In fact we find the values

N = n(2n +1)

and

for c depending on!y on n.

The arrangement of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we prove an inequality for

degrees of abelian varieties that supplements those of sections 2 of [MW3]. We apply these

inequalities in section 3 to obtain an extension of the Isogeny Lemma of [MW1] to abelian

varieties. In section 4 we record an estimate for periods, and then in section 5 we combine

this with the fundamental work of [MW3] to establish two preliminary estimates for isogenies.

Dur theorem is now deduced rather easily in section 6. Finally in section 7 we prove our

quantitative version of Finiteness I.

The first author was supported in part by grants from the National Science Foundation. He

would also like to thank the Forschungsinstitut für Mathematik (ETH Zürich) for support on a

number of occasions, as weH as I.H.E.S. for hospitality and also M.R.T. (France) for support

and the opportunity to deliver aseries of lectures on the subject during Winter 1989. In
addition both authors want to thank the Institute for Advanced Study (princeton) for further

support and hospitality.

2. Degrees

We prove here a new inequality for degrees of algebraic subgroups of an abelian variety. To

establish the underlying matrix inequality we need first the following observation.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose So, SI are real symmetrie positive semidefinite rnatrices 0/ the same

order. Then all coefficients 01 the polynomial det (xSo +SI) are non-negative.

Proof: Assume first that So, Sl are positive definite. lt is well-known that they are then

simullaneously diagonalizable, and for diagonal matrices the result is dear. The general case

follows by continuity.

In this lemma we choose

So = (~1 ~~), SI = (~ ~J
with ~, R1 of the same order, and Q~ the transpose of Qo . We find that

det(So + SI) 2: (det Rl)(det Po) l

2
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for it is easily checked that the right-hand side of (2.1) is the coefficient of xm in f( x) =

det (xSo + SI), where m is the order of Po , while the left-hand side is of course f(l).

Now let Al, A2 be abelian varieties, and suppose B is an algebraic subgroup of the

product Al x A2. We have projections 7r1, 1r2 from Al x A2 to Al, A2 respectively, and
we call BI = 1r1 (B) the image of B in Al. Also 1r1 restricted to B has a kernel K ,
and we call 02 = 1r2(K) the kernel of B in A2.

Fix positive definite elements of the Neron-Severi groups of Al, A2. For any non

negative integers m], m2 we can form in a natural way a positive definite element of the

Neron-Severi group of A = A;nl X A;n·. If now B is an algebraic subgroup of A, we

can define as in section 2 of [MW3] the connectivity K(B), the p~riod lattice O(B) 1 and

the normalized degree ~(B).

Lemma 2.2. Suppose B is an algebraic subgroup 01 Al x A 2 • Let BI be the image 01 B

in Al and let 02 be the kernel o[ B in A2. Then

Proof: For a subgroup X of the period lattice O(A) of A = Al X A2 we write 8(X) , as
in seetion 2 of [MW3], for the positive square root of the determinant of the real part of the

associated Riemann form. If 01 is the origin of Al , then Y2 = O( 01 X 02) is a primitive

subgroup of X = O(B). We can therefore compute 8(X) by choosing a basis for Y2 and

extending it to a basis of X . Using (2.1), we find that

(2.2)

.wbere Xl is the projection of X to the tangent space of Al. In addition we have

(2.3)

There is also an obvious exact sequence

and taking connected parts yields tbe exact sequence

(2.4)

where B O
1 Br are the maximal connected subgroups of B, BI respectively, and O~ is the

kernel of B O in A2. The quotient now gives

(2.5)

Finally the Snake Lemma applied to (2.4) as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 of [MW3] shows

that Xl bas index K( O~) in 0 1 = O(Br) , and so

(2.6)

Now the inequality of the present lemma follows on combining (2.2), (2.3), (2.5) and (2.6).

This completes the proof.
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3. Isogenies.

Tbe main result of this section generalizes the Isogeny Lemma (p. 5) of [MW1] from el1iptic

curves to abelian varieties. If Al, A2 are abelian varieties, we say that an algebraic subgroup
B of Al x A2 is spUt (with respect to Al, A2 ) if it has the form BI x B2 for algebraic

subgroups BI of Al, B2 of A2. Otherwise we say that B is non-split. We require the

following preliminary observation.

Lemma 3.1. Let A, A', A" be abeUan varieties, and let B be a connected abelian subvariety

0/ A x A' X An .Let B' be the image 0/ B in A x A', and let B" be the maximal connected
subgroup 0/ the kemel 0/ B in A x A". Then i/ B is non-spUt with respect to A, A' x A" ,
either

(i) B' is non-spUt with respect to A, A' ,

or

(ii) B" is non-spUt with respect to A, An .

Proof: Suppose to the contrary that B is non-split with respect to A, A' X All but that (i)

and (ii) are both false. Let 0 ' , Oll be the ongins of A', An respectively, and denote by 1r
the projection from A x A' x A" to A. Pick arbitrary a in 1T( B'); then, since B' is split,

(a,O') is in B' . So there is alt in A" such that (a, 0 ' , an) is in B. Thus m(a, all ) is in

B U for some positive integer m, and hence ma is in 1r(B"). Since a was arbitrary and

1r(B') is connected, we conclude that 1r( B') is contained in 1r(B") .

Once again take arbitrary a in 1T(B) = 1r(B' ); now since B" is split we deduce that

(a,O") is in Eil. Hence (a, 0', 0") is in B. Since a was arbitrary, it follows easily that
B is spUt with respect to A, A' x An . This contradiction proves the present lemma.

For the next result, the generalized Isogeny Lemma, we carry over from section 2 the
conventions about degrees of algebraic subgroups of products A 'r 1 x A~·. Suppose Al, A2

have dimensions at most n.

Lemma 3.2. For positive integers ml, m2 let B be a connected abelian subvariety 0/
A;nl x Ai·. Then if B is non-spUt with respect to A;nl, Ai·, there exist connected abelian

subvarieties A~, A~ 0/ Al, A2 respectively, 0/positive dimensions, with

M = max {t1(A~), t1(A~)} ::; ~2 ,

and an isogeny from A~ to A~ 0/ degree at most (M t1)2n , where t1 = t1(B) .

Proof: We start with the case ml = m2 = 1. Let BI, B2 be the images of B in Al, A2 ,

and let Cl, C2 be the kemels of B in Al, A2. From the well-known "Goursat's Lemma"

in group theory we obtain an isomorphism f between BI/Cl and B2/C2 • Also these

are abelian varieties of dimension m, say, and f is an isomorphism of abelian varieties.

Further, the assumption that B is non-split means that m > O. Let Cr, cg be the maximal

connected subgroups of Cl, C2 , and define A~, A~ as the orthogonal complements of

cf, cg in BI, B2 respectively.

Now there is an obvious homomorphism from A~ to BI/Cl, and this is an isogeny of

degree Dl = t1(Ai n Cl)' By Lemma 2.2 of [MW3] we have

Dl ::; t1(A~)ß(Cl)' (3.1)
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From Lemma 2.3 of [MW3] we see that

(3.2)

and by Lemma 2.2 above we get

(3.3)

It follows from (3.1) and (3.3) that there is an isogeny from A'l to BI/CI of degree

DI ~ Mß.

Using similar arguments we obtain an isogeny from A~ to B2/C2 of degree D2 =::; M ß.
So there is an isogeny from B2/C2 to A~ of degree D~m-l ~ (Mß)2n-l, and combining

these with f above yields the desired isogeny from A~ to A~.

Fina]]y (3.2), (3.3) and the corresponding arguments for A~ imply M ~ ß2, and this

completes the proof of the present lemma for ml = m2 = 1 .

In general the proof is by induction on p = nll + m2. We have just done p = 2, and

the induction step is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.1; for example if m2 ~ 2 we obtain

from B in A~l x A;":Z = A~l X A2 x A;":z-I a non-split connected abelian subvariety B
either of A~l x A 2 or of A;nl x A~:z-l, and by Lemma 2.2 above we have ß(iJ) =::; ß(B)
in both cases. This completes the proof of the present lemma.

Notice that if Al, A2 are elliptic curves then we must have A~ = Al, A~ = A2 , and

if they have polarizations corresponding to Weierstrass embeddings we deduce M = 3. So

the desired isogeny has degree at most 9ß2 . This improves upon the Isogeny Lemma of
[MW1] quite substantially, since the degree of B in the Segre embedding is d!ß, where

d is the dimension of B .

4. Periods

In this section we reca]] the main result of [MW3] and we supplement it with some estimates

for periods. From now on throughout the paper, the positive constants CI, C2, ... will depend

only on the positive integer n.

Lemma 4.1. For each positive integer n there is a constant K" depending only on n, with
the [ollowing property. Let A be an abelian variety 0/ dimension at most n defined over a
number field of degree at most d, and suppose there is a positive definite element r of the
Neron-Severi group of A of degree 1. Then for any period W of !1(A) the smallest algebraic

subgroup Gw of A whose tangent space contains w satisfies

ß(Gw ):::; Cl (max {d,h(A),r(w)})"

Proof: Apart from the dependence on d, this is the main theorem of [MW3] in the principally

polarized case. The dependence on d follows from the calculations in section 11, and we

can also take for example K, = (n - 1)4n n! .

To estimate the quantities r(w) we shall need the following result.

Lemma 4.2. Let A be an abelian variety 0/dimension at most n defined over a number field
0/ degree at most d, and suppose there is a positive definite element r 0/ the Neron-Severi
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group 0/ A 0/ degree 1. Then tor any algebraic subgroup B 0/ A 0/positive dimension m.

we can find basis elements Wl, .•. , W2m 0/ n(B) satisfying

where

h = m~ {I, h(A)}, ~ = ~(B) .

Proof: Using Lemma 2.1 [MW3] and Minkowski's Second Theorem in the geometry of
numbers (see for example [Cl p. 203) we can find elements Wl, ••• , W2m of n(B), linearly
independent over the rationals, such that

(4.1)

A standard procedure (see Lemma 8, p. 135 of [Cl) allows us to assurne that W), ... , W2m

actually generate n(B), at the expense of slightly increasing the constant in (4.1). Now
it suffices to show that

(4.2)

for any W =I- 0 in n(A), and tbis we proceed to do.

By Lemma 5.2 of [MW3] there is T in the standard fundamental domain of the Siegel
half-space, and an isomorphism ! from A to the corresponding abelian variety AT' Further
AT is defined over a field of degree dT ~ csd, and its canonical Riemann form rT satisfies
j*(rT) = r. Hence r(w) = rT(wT) for the period WT = !*(W) , and it is enough to prove
(4.2) for TT(WT), Let y be the imaginary part of T, so that rT is represented by zy-lzt

with respect to the canonical coordinates. Now the arguments in the proof of Lemma 4.1
(p. 121) of [M] show that

for any non-zero period W T of n(A T ) , where I y I denotes the supremum norm of y.
Throwing away all but one of the terms in the inequality of Lemma 9.6 of [MW3], we see
that

I y l~ c7dTmax {I, h(OT)} ,

where h(OT) is the absolute logarithmic Weil height of the origin of AT' Finally using
inequality (8.4) of [MW3] to relate h(OT) to h(AT) = h(A) , we end up with the desired
estimate (4.2). This proves the present lemma.

5. Preliminary isogeny estimates

In this section we start the machinery for estimating isogenies. Throughout, Al, A2 will be
principally polarized abelian varieties of dimensions at most n, and, as before, degrees cf
algebraic subgroups of products A;nl x A~41 will be measured with respect to fixed Riemann
forms Tl, T2 on Al, A2 of degree 1.
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Let K = ]«(n) be the maximum of the values of the constant /'i, of Lemma 4.1 when the

dimension in that lemma does not exceed N = n(2n + 1); for example J( = (N - 1)4N N!.

Lemma 5.1. Suppose Al, Az are defined over a nwnber field o[ degree at most d, and let
B], Bz be isogenous abelian subvarieties o[ Al, Az, o[positive dimensions. Then there are, , , ,
abelian subvarieties B], Bz 0/ BI, Bz , 0/positive dimensions, and an isogeny 1 from B],
to Bz , such that the quantities

M = max {.6(B]), .6(Bz)}, M' = max {.6(Bi), ß(B~)}

satisfy

for

T = max {d, h(A]), h(Az)} ,

and I' has degree at most Cl T Z4n2 K M IZnK •

Proof: Let m be the dimension of BI, Bz . By Lemma 4.2 we can find Wo f:. 0 in O(BI )

and basis elements WI, •.. l Wzm of O(B z) such that

T](WO) ~ czT4n M Z
, r2(wi) ~ czT4n M Z (1::; i::; 2m).

Applying Lemma 4.1 to the period W = (wo, Wb • .. , WZ m ) of the abelian variety A =
Al X A~m, we find that the smallest algebraic subgroup B of A whose tangent space

contains W satisfies

(5.1)

Clearly B is connected, and contained in B] x B~m. We claim that it is non-split with

respect to BI, Bim . By hypothesis there is an isogeny f from B] to Bz, and so

t.(wo) = s]w] + ... + sZmwZm

for rational integers S], ..• , S2m. Therefore B lies in the algebraic subgroup of B] x B~m

defined as the set of (ao l al, ... ,azm ) satisfying

f(ao) = SIal +... +SZmaZm'

Since f is an isogeny, it follows easily that if B = H] X Hz for H] in B], Hz in Bim then

H 1 = 0; on the other hand this is impossible sinee Wo f:. O. Henee indeed B is non-split.

We may therefore apply Lemma 3.2, which yields at onee the desired B~, B; and f'; they

satisfy the required estimates beeause of (5.1). This eompletes the proof of the present lemma.

For the fixed integer n as above we deflne integers 7 ( 0), 7 (1), . .. and Il (0) l p( 1), ...

by the reeursion rules

7(0) = Jl(O) = 0

7(m) - 56n2 ]( + 7(m -1) + 8n](f.l(m -1)
and

p(m) = 28nI( +(4I( + l)jj(m - 1).

7
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Lemma 5.2. Suppose Al, A2 are dejined over a number field 0/ degree at most d, and
let BI, B 2 be isogenous abelian subvarieties 0/ Al, A 2 0/ dimension m. Then there is an
isogeny f from Bt to B2 0/ degree at most c4TT(m) MJl(m) , where

Proof: This will be by induction on m, the case m = 0 being trivial. We suppose that the

result has been established for dimensions strictly less than m, and we proceed to deduce it
for m ~ 1. By Lemma 5.1 there are abelian subvarieties B~, B; of BI, B2 , of positive

dimensions m' , and an isogeny /' from B~ to B;, such that

M' = max {~(B~),~(B~)}

satisfies

(5.3)
I

and f has degree

(5.4)

I " I

If m = m then BI = BI, B2 = B2 and so we can take / = / . Henee from now on
we assume m' < m. Let B~', B; be the orthogonal complements of B~, B; in BI, B2

respectively. By Lemma 2.3 of [MW3], the quantity

M" = max {~(B~'),ß(B~)}

satisfies
" ,

M ~MM. (5.5)

Sinee there are isogenies between BI, B2 and also between B~, B;, it follows that B~/, B;
are isogenous, and we can apply the induction hypothesis. We obtain an isogeny f" from

11 11

BI to B2 of degree

(5.6)

where T = r( m - m'), J-l = J-l( m - m'). Combining f' and f" , we derive an isogeny
, /I , 11 , "

from BI x BI to B2 X B 2 of degree D = D D . Finally by Lemma 2.4 of [MW3] there

are isogenies fi from B~ x B~' to Bi of degrees

(i=l,2). (5.7)

We thus end up with an isogeny f from BI to B2 of degree nim
-

t DD2. Using the

estimates (5.3), (5.4), (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7), together with the recursion mIes (5.2) and the

inequalities T ::; T( m - 1), J-l ::; Jl( m - 1), we easily verify the desired upper bound for
the degree of f. This completes the proof of the present lemma.
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6. Proof of Theorem- -
We do this first when A, A* are principally polarized. We use Lemma 5.2 with BI = Al =
A, Bz = Az = A*, so that M = 1 . We obtain an isogeny f from A to A* of degree

D ~ CITT (6.1)

where T = i(n) and

T = max {d, h(A), h(A*)} .

To eliminate h(A*) let Do be the least degree of any isogeny from A to A*. Byequation

(8.2) of [MW3] we deduce
1

h(A*) ~ h(A) + 2log D o·

Putting this into (6.1) and noting that Do ~ D, we get

DO::::;Cl(d+h+~IOgDOr
for h = max {I, h(A)}, and this gives easily

Do ~ C2 (d +h) T • (6.2)

This establishes our Theorem when S = 1 , with C ~ c3dT .

In the general case we know from Lemma 5.3 of [MW3] that there are principally

polarized Al, Ai and isogenies from A to Al, A* to Ai of degrees D, D* ~ vb ;
further AI, Ai are defined over a number field of degree dl :::; c482nd. So by the case (6.2)

already done there is an isogeny from Al to Ai of degree

D 1 ::; cs(d1 + h1) T ,

where h1 = max {I, h(Al)}. Hence we end up with an isogeny f from A to A· of degree
DD1(D*)2n-l, and using the above inequalities together with

1
h l :::; h + 2log D

we find that f has degree at most eB8n (82nd + h) T. This establishes our Theorem in general,

with the exponent K = T and a constant C of the form

C ~ C7 dT S(2T+l)n .

Our exponent T is rather large. The solutions of (5.2) are

i(m) = 14n2 {(4I( + l)m -I}

ft(m) = 7n{(4K + l)m -I} ,

and so we have i = T(n) < 14n2(4I( + l)n; using the value of K in section 5 we see

that the Theorem holds for

K = 14n2 (4N.4N N!) n, N = n(2n +1) .

For n = 1 this is 64512, and for n = 2 it exceeds 1030 • But of course we have been

very clumsy in our induction proofs, and in [MW1] we could obtain K. = 4 for n = 1, so
large improvements are certainly possible.

One might even conjecture that our Theorem is true for K = o. However, there is very

little hope of proving this by the methods of the present paper; for example we already noted
in [MW3] that the crucial Lemma 4.1 is definitely false with K = 0 .
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7. Finiteness estinlates

We prove here a quantitative version of Finiteness I. We need first the following elementary

estimate.

Lemma 7.1. For any positive integer m and any real number x there are at most x m finite

subgroups 0/ (Q/Z)m 0/ orders at most x .

Proof: The number of such subgroups is equal to

Fm(x) = L fm(n) ,
]:Sn5x

(7.1)

where fm( n) is the number of subgroups of order exactly n. Ey a well-known duality

principle (see for example [Cl p. 24), fm{ n) is also the number of subgroups r of zm of

index n. Now each such r has standard "lower triangular" basis elements (see for example

[Cl p. 13) of the form

with

(i < j)

aod

(1 ~ j < mj i > j) .

So for fixed d], ... , dm there is at most one choice for 1'] , at most d1 for 1'2, at most

d] d2 for 1'3, and so on. Thus

fm(n) = L~-]d';-2 ... dm-] ,

where the sum is taken over a1l positive integers d1, ••• , dm with d1 .•• dm = n. Ey (7.1),

Fm (x) is the same sum taken over a1l positive integers d1, ••• ,dm with d] ... dm ~ x.
Summing over d1 = d last, we get the identity

Fm(x) = L ern-I Fm- 1(xld) (m ~ 2).
15d5x

Now the desired inequality Fm(x) ~ x m follows easily by induction on m, starting with

the fact that F1(x) is the greatest integer not exceeding x. This completes the proof

of the present lemma. Actua1ly it is not tao hard to show that Fm(x) is asymptotic to

((2)((3) ... ((m )xm Im as x ---+ 00, where ( denotes the Riemann zeta function.

We can now prove the f01l0wing result. Combined with Faltings's finiteness theorem for

heights, it immediately implies Finiteness I.

Proposition. Given positive integers n and d, there is a constant Cl , depending only on
n and d, and there is a constant K:] , depending only on n, with the lollowing property.

Suppose A is an abelian variety 01 dimension at most n defined over a number field k of

degree at most d. Then there is a set H = H( A) 01 real numbers, 01 cardinality at most
H = Cl(max {I, h(A)} )1'1 l such that if A* is an abelian variety defined over k which is
isogenous to A, then h(A*) belangs (0 Hand I h(A*) - h(A) I~ log H .
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Proof: We use Zarhin's trick to overeome problems with PQlarization. Let A, A* be the
abelian varieties dual to A, A* respeetively. Then

are principally PQlarized, defined over k, and also isogenous. So by our estimate (6.2)
there is an isogeny f from Z to Z* of degree at most D = Cl (d + hy\. Here A is the
value of T with n replaeed by Sn, h = max {I, h(Z)} , and Cl depends only on n. By
Lemma 7.1 there are at most 11 = D 16n possibilities for the kernel F of f, and so also
for h(Z*) = h( Z/ F). Henee there are at most H PQssibilities for h( A*) = i h( Z*), and
the required estimate for H follows at onee on noting that h(Z) = Sh( A) .

Finally there is also an isogeny from Z* to Z of degree at most D 16n- 1 , and so the
inequality (8.2) of [MW3] leads to

I h( Z*) - h( Z) I::; Sn log D .

Dividing by 8, we get the required estimates for 1 h(A*) - h(A) 1 . This completes the proof,
with K:I = 16nA and Cl ::; C2d"1 for C2 depending only on n.

It is rather difficult to make a rigorous comparison between our Proposition, expressed
in terms of h = max {I, h(A)} , and the analogous results of Raynaud in Chapter VII of
[Sz] expressed in terms of reduetion theory. However, we ean attempt this on a heuristie
basis. We start by rewriting the estimates of his Theoreme 4.4.9 (p. 231) in simpler (though
less explieit) form.

Assurne first that A is k- semistable. Let s be the number of primes of k of bad
reduetion for A. Let 1 be the smallest rational prime such that A has good reduetion at,
all primes of k dividing 1, and let 1 be any other such prime. Assume also that A* is
k- isogenous to A. In ealculating Raynaud's estimate for the number of values of h(A*)
it is permissible, and harmless, to ehoose ( of order s log s. One then finds an upper
bound of the shape exp (IC~ log (s +2)) , where C2 depends only on n and d. But in the
estimates for h(A*) - h(A) it is perhaps better to leave l' undetermined; the upper bound

now takes the form s (IC3 +C310g l' +C310g IV I) , where V is the diseriminant of k,
and again C3 depends only on n and d.

In principle the above assurnptions that A is k- semistable and A* is k- isogenous to
A can be removed simpIy by replaeing k by an extension whose relative degree is bounded
onIy by a funetion of n. This does not change the shape of the first estimate. However, it
roay not be so easy to control the discriminant in the second estimate; and indeed log 1 V I is
likely to be of order h. So for the purposes of the present comparison we restrict ourselves
to semistability and isogenies over a fixed field k.

There are now two extreme situations. At one end we might have s = 0, 1 = 2 ,and
then Raynaud's bounds are much better than ours. At the other end, it could be necessary to
take 1 and l' of order hand s of order h/ log h j and now Raynaud's bounds are much
worse than ours. Somewbere in tbe middle, for an abelian variety A "selected at random",

J

one might expect 1< 1 :::; f (h) for any function f tending to infinity, and s of order log h.
In this case one bound is better, the other worse than ours.
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